May 3, 2018
MEMORANDUM TO:

Adrian Muñiz, Acting Branch Chief
Licensing Branch 3
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors

FROM:

Mallecia Sutton, Project Manager /RA/
Licensing Branch 3
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors

SUBJECT:

MAY 7, 2018 THROUGH MAY 11, 2018, AUDIT OF CLINCH RIVER
NUCLEAR SITE EARLY PERMIT APPLICATION – COMPARING
OFFSITE ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION USING VECTOR AND
SCALAR WIND DIRECTION

By letter dated May 12, 2016, Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) submitted an application to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for an early site permit (ESP) for the Clinch River
Nuclear (CRN) Site located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. TVA subsequently provided
supplemental information in support of the application and the NRC staff accepted the
application for docketing and detailed review on December 30, 2016.
The NRC staff has identified the need for an audit to support the basis for a finding of
reasonable assurance of no undue risk to the public health and safety related to the use of
vector transport wind direction in calculating atmospheric dispersion in support of the applicant’s
Chapter 15, “Accident Analysis,” of Part 2, “Site Safety Analysis Report” of the CRN Site ESP
application. A regulatory audit will commence on May 7, 2017, and be carried out as an online
audit via the TVA Electronic Reading Room. During this audit the NRC staff will examine the
calculation packages and supporting documents that comprise the development of atmospheric
dispersion and deposition factors and the resulting normal operation doses to the members of
the public as they relate to the ESP application Part 2 of the Site Safety Analysis Report. The
audit is scheduled to conclude by May 11, 2018. The NRC may elect to hold a public exit
meeting at the end of the audit to discuss technical topics related to the audit findings. Portions
of this meeting may be closed due to proprietary nature of the technical topics. If needed, the
NRC may request to have a public meeting with you in the future to discuss related topics.

CONTACTS: Mallecia Sutton, NRO/DNRL
301-415-0673

A. Muñiz
A copy of the audit plan is enclosed.
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As stated
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CLINCH RIVER NUCLEAR SITE EARLY
SITE PERMIT APPLICATION

A.

Background

The information presented in Chapter 15, “Accident Analysis,” of Part 2, “Site Safety Analysis Report” of
Tennessee Valley Authority’s (TVA) Clinch River Nuclear (CRN) Site early site permit (ESP) application
describes the radiological consequences of design basis accidents (DBAs) to show that reactor units
could be sited at the proposed ESP Site without having undue risk to the health and safety of the public,
in compliance with the requirements in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 52.17,
“Contents of applications; technical information,” and 10 CFR Part 100, “Reactor Site Criteria.” The
consequence of a DBA in terms of personnel exposure is a function of the atmospheric dispersion
conditions at the site. In Site Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) Section 2.3.4, “Short-Term (Accident)
Diffusion Estimates,” describes the development of conservative short-term atmospheric diffusion
estimates for receptors located on the Exclusion Area Boundary and the outer boundary of the Low
Population Zone.
The information presented in SSAR Section 11.3.3, “Gaseous Radioactive Releases,” describes
the gaseous radioactive effluent releases (i.e., normal plant parameter envelope [PPE] gaseous
effluent release source terms), exposure pathways, and projected offsite radiological doses to
demonstrate that reactor units could be sited at the proposed CRN Site without undue risk to the
health and safety of the public, in compliance with the relevant requirements in 10 CFR Part 20,
“Standards for Protection Against Radiation,” 10 CFR Part 50, “Domestic Licensing of Production
and Utilization Facilities,” Appendix I, “Numerical Guides for Design Objectives and Limiting
Conditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion ‘As Low As is Reasonably Achievable’ for
Radioactive Material in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents,” 10 CFR 52.17,
10 CFR Part 100, and the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) 40 CFR Part 190,
“Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power Operations.” In SSAR
Section 2.3.5, “Long-Term (Routine) Diffusion Estimates,” describes the development of the longterm diffusion and deposition estimates.
In SSAR Section 2.3.3, “Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program,” provides a description of the
onsite meteorological monitoring program used to collect the meteorological data used to derive the
atmosphere dispersion and deposition factors (X/Q and D/Q values, respectively) presented in SSAR
Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, respectively. In SSAR Section 2.3.3.2.4 includes a description of the
meteorological monitoring system data acquisition system, including software data processing routines
and data averaging techniques.
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In the ESP application, TVA identified compliance with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.23, “Meteorological
Monitoring Programs for Nuclear Power Plants,” which references ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005, “Determining
Meteorological Information at Nuclear Facilities.” Section 5.3.1 of ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005 states that the
transport wind direction for straight-line Gaussian models should be based on the scalar mean (or unit
vector) wind direction.
TVA’s ESP application uses straight-line Gaussian models for the development of X/Q and D/Q values
and the transport wind direction used in those models is based on vector wind direction. During a
December 2017 public meeting, the NRC identified that the transport wind direction TVA used for
development of the X/Q and D/Q values presented in the CRN Site ESP application is based on vector
wind direction and stated that the use of vector wind direction in straight-line Gaussian models did not
conform to best practices provided in RG 1.23 and ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005 that such models should be
using scalar wind direction. The NRC staff requested TVA to explain how the methodology used follows
regulatory guidance or provide justification for deviating from the guidance. In response to this request,
TVA voluntarily submitted a response to the NRC question dated April 9, 2018, “Comparing Offsite
Atmospheric Dispersion Using Vector and Scalar Wind Direction” (Agencywide Documents Access and
Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML18100A950).
TVA response recognizes the recommendation in ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005 and presents the results of an
evaluation regarding the use of vector versus scalar wind direction as the transport wind direction for
development of X/Q and D/Q values for the CRN Site. TVA’s analysis has shown that the X/Q and D/Q
values are greater in some directions and lower in others when comparing the different transport wind
directions.
For the accidental gaseous release described in SSAR Chapter 15, TVA found that the limiting X/Q
value based on vector wind direction (which is in the west northwest [WNW] sector) is larger than for the
scalar wind direction. Therefore, for the accidental gaseous release, TVA determined that using vector
wind direction for the development of atmospheric dispersion values and resulting doses is conservative.
For the normal gaseous release described in SSAR Section 11.3.3, the Maximally Exposed Individual
and population doses are evaluated. This analysis uses X/Q and D/Q factors from different compass
directions. Since the X/Q and D/Q values based on scalar wind directions are greater in some directions
and lower in others, TVA reanalyzed the resulting doses. TVA’s reanalysis shows that the doses for the
normal gaseous release using the vector wind direction are greater than those computed using the
scalar wind direction input.
Based on its analyses described above, TVA concluded that the existing accident and normal gaseous
release analyses included in the ESP application, which is based on vector wind direction, is
conservative and remains the basis of the ESP application.
The NRC staff will audit TVA’s documentation supporting applicant’s conclusions stated above.
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B. Regulatory Audit Scope or Methodology
The purpose of this audit is for the staff to examine and evaluate information related to TVA’s
comparison of offsite atmospheric dispersion and resulting doses using vector versus scalar wind
direction. In particular, the staff is looking to:
1. gain a better understanding of TVA’s recalculation of X/Q and D/Q values using scalar
versus vector wind direction data and the resulting conclusion that the routine release
doses computing using vector wind direction data are greater than those computed using
scalar wind direction data, and
2. identify any information needed on the docket to support the basis for a finding of
reasonable assurance of no undue risk to the public health and safety.
C. Regulatory Audit Bases
This regulatory audit is based on the following:
•

10 CFR 20.1301, “Dose limits for individual members of the public,” 10 CFR 20.1302,
“Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public” and Table 2,
Columns 1 and 2 and Note 4 of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 20, as they relate to
radioactivity in liquid and gaseous effluents released to unrestricted areas and doses to
offsite receptors located in unrestricted areas;

•

10 CFR 50.34, “Contents of applications; technical information,” as it relates to a
description and safety assessment of the site and safety assessment of facility.

•

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, Sections II.B, II.C, and II.D, as they relate to the numerical
guidelines for As Low As is Reasonably Achievable design objectives and limiting
conditions for operation;

•

10 CFR 52.17, as it relates to the assessment that must contain analysis and evaluation of
the major structures, systems, and components of the facility that bear significantly on the
acceptability of the site under the radiological consequence evaluation factors identified in
paragraphs (a)(1)(ix)(A) and (a)(1)(ix)(B) of this section;

•

10 CFR 100.21(c),”Non-seismic siting criteria,” as it relates to the requirement that site
atmospheric dispersion characteristics be evaluated and dispersion parameters
established such that (1) radiological effluent release limits associated with normal
operation from the type of facility to be located at the site can be met for any individual
located offsite; and (2) the radiological dose consequences of postulated accidents shall
meet the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.34(a)(1) for type of facility proposed to be located
at the site
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•

40 CFR Part 190 (the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)) generally applicable
environmental radiation standards), as implemented under 10 CFR 20.1301(e), as it
relates to limits on annual doses from all sources of radioactivity contained in liquid and
gaseous effluents and external radiation from site buildings and facilities (with single or
multiple reactor units).

•

NUREG–0800, “Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants (LWR Edition),” as it relates to providing guidance to staff to
perform safety reviews of applications to construct or operate nuclear power plants and
the review of applications to approve standard designs and sites for nuclear power plants,
to assure the quality and uniformity of staff safety review.
•

Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 2.3.3

•

SRP Section 2.3.4

•

SRP Section 2.3.5

•

SRP Section 11.3, “Gaseous Waste Management System”

•

SRP Section 15.0.3, “Design Basis Accident Radiological Consequences of
Analyses for Advanced Light Water Reactors”

•

RG 1.23

•

RG 1.109, “Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor
Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I”

•

RG 1.111, “Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous
Effluents in Routine Releases from Light-Water-Cooled Reactors”

•

RG 1.145, “Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence
Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants”

•

RG 1.183, “Alternative Radiological Source Terms for Evaluating Design Basis Accidents
at Nuclear Power Reactors”

•

RG 1.206, “Combined License Applications for Nuclear Power Plants”
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D.

Information and Other Background Material for the Regulatory Audit

The TVA should make available documents in the Electronic Reading Room (eRR) pertaining to the
topic areas within the scope, as listed below.
•
E.

Calculation packages that support the April 9, 2018, submittal related to comparing offsite
atmospheric dispersion and resulting doses using vector versus scalar wind direction.
Audit Team

The following are the audit team members:
Mallecia Sutton, NRC Project Manager
Brad Harvey, NRC Audit Leader
Michael Mazaika, NRC Technical Reviewer
Kevin Quinlan, NRC Technical Reviewer
Richard Clement, NRC Technical Reviewer
Seshagiri Tammara, NRC Technical Reviewer
F.

Logistics

The audit will consist of review of online documents in TVA eRR. The audit may be followed up by
a public meeting, either as part of the audit’s conclusion. The audit will conclude on or about
May 11, 2018. The audit team plans to issue an audit report within 90 days after completing the
audit.
The proposed schedule for the audits are as follows:
Date: Monday, May 7, 2018 through Friday, May 11, 2018
Location:
G.

TVA eRR

Audit Exit

To Be Determined (on or around May 14, 2018)

Clinch River Mailing List
cc:
Mr. Lionel Batty
Nuclear Business Team
Graftech
12300 Snow Road
Parma, OH 44130

(Revised 04/22/2018)

Russell Bell
Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006-3708
Mr. Brendan Hoffman
Research Associate on Nuclear Energy
Public Citizens Critical Mass Energy and
Environmental Program
215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20003
Carlos Sisco
Senior Paralegal
Winston & Strawn LLP
1700 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20006
Mr. Daniel P. Stout
Senior Manager
SMR Technology
Tennessee Valley Authority
1201 P. St., NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20004-1218
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Email
Alan.Levin@areva.com (Alan Levin)
asi@ornl.gov (Anita Benn)
awc@nei.org (Anne W. Cottingham)
badwan@lanl.gov (Faris Badwan)
bevans@enercon.com (Bob Evans)
bruce.mcdowell@pnnl.gov (Bruce McDowell)
cee@nei.org
chm3@aol.com (Clyde Morton)
collinlj@westinghouse.com (Leslie Collins)
cposlusny@babcock.com (Chester Poslusny)
curtisslaw@gmail.com (Jim Curtiss)
d.weaver@westinghouse.com (Doug Weaver)
david.hinds@ge.com (David Hinds)
david.lewis@pillsburylaw.com (David Lewis)
dlfulton@southernco.com (Dale Fulton)
don.tormey@iub.iowa.gov (Don Tormey)
dsafer@comcast.net (Don Safer)
ed.burns@earthlink.net (Ed Burns)
elyman@ucsusa.org (Ed Lyman)
erg-xl@cox.net (Eddie R. Grant)
ewallace@nuscalepower.com (Ed Wallace)
exa@nei.org (Ellen Anderson)
F.Shahrokhi@AREVA.Com (Farshid Shahrokhi)
frank.bodine@oca.iowa.gov (Frank Bodine)
gmorg50@hotmail.com (Garry Morgan)
hickste@earthlink.net (Thomas Hicks)
jahalfinger@babcock.com (Jeff Halfinger)
james1.beard@ge.com (James Beard)
jason.parker@pillsburylaw.com (Jason Parker)
jcsaldar@bechtel.com (James Saldarini)
Jim.Kinsey@inl.gov (James Kinsey)
jim.sundermeyer@iub.iowa.gov
JNR@NuScalePower.com (Jose N. Reyes)
jrappe@nuscalepower.com (Jodi Rappe)
kerri.johannsen@iub.iowa.gov
klingcl@westinghouse.com (Charles Kling)
kouhestani@msn.com (Amir Kouhestani)
KSutton@morganlewis.com (Kathryn M. Sutton)
Kwelter@NuScalePower.com (Kent Welter)
larry.shi@oca.iowa.gov (Larry Shi)
larry.stevens@iub.iowa.gov
laura.andrews@CNSC-CCSN.GC.CA (Laura Andrews)
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lchandler@morganlewis.com (Lawrence J. Chandler)
lgorenflo@gmail.com (L. Gorenflo)
libby.jacobs@iub.iowa.gov
luther.jones@dzatlantic.com (Luther B. Jones)
mack.thompson@iub.iowa.gov
mark.a.giles@dom.com (Mark Giles)
mark.holbrook@inl.gov (Mark Holbrook)
mark@npva.net
martha.shields@nuclear.energy.gov (Martha Shields)
murawski@newsobserver.com (John Murawski)
nanako@wcore.com (Nanako Hisamichi)
patriciaL.campbell@ge.com (Patricia L. Campbell)
Paul@beyondnuclear.org (Paul Gunter)
PLorenzini@NuScalePower.com (Paul Lorenzini)
poorewpiiI@ornl.gov (Willis P. Poore III)
pshastings@generationmpower,com (Peter Hastings)
ronald.polle@oca.iowa.gov
RSnuggerud@NuScalePower.com (Ross Snuggerud)
Sandra@sandrakgoss.com (Sandra Goss)
sara@cleanenergy.org (Sara Barczak)
shobbs@enercon.com (Sam Hobbs)
SiteDCC-mpower@babcock.com (Document Control)
smirsky@nuscalepower.com (Steve Mirsky)
smsloan@babcock.com (Sandra Sloan)
spellmandj@ornl.gov (Donald J. Spellman)
spope@nuscalepowr.com (Steve Pope)
stephan.moen@ge.com (Stephan Moen)
stephen.burdick@morganlewis.com (Stephen Burdick)
t.sensue@holtec.com (Terry Sensue)
tfeigenbaum@generationmpower.com (Ted Feigenbaum)
timothy.beville@nuclear.energy.gov (Timothy Beville)
TomClements329@cs.com (Tom Clements)
trsmith@winston.com (Tyson Smith)
Vanessa.quinn@dhs.gov (Vanessa Quinn)
whorin@winston.com (W. Horin)
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